
Domestic violence in the Czech Republic recently often discussed 

term . In the media we read articles with information for victims of domestic violence , as well 

as references to cases of domestic violence , Czech political representation involved 

the search for solutions to this phenomenon. Domestic violence has been recognized as a serious 

social problem. Yet still many areas that are not yet resolved 

to the extent needed . 

Domestic violence is generally referred to abuse and violent behavior , 

taking place between related persons living together in a shared apartment or 

house where one violent person obtains and maintains power over the other and kontrolu1 

. 

This is the physical and verbal abuse , physical abuse , restriction of personal freedom, 

extortion , sexual abuse , threats , etc. 

One of the forms of domestic violence , domestic violence involving children ( official 

term adopted in 1998 ) 7 

Which occurs in three forms : first, 

defined as such behavior parent -child relationship , which is filled definition 

syndrome of abused and neglected child , or a situation where the child 

committing violence on their parents , or to a situation where the child watches violence 

between their parents , ie . that stands in as a witness DN . 

The issue of children - DN witnesses can be regarded as the most serious , and it 

several reasons. As is clear from the statistics , it is a very common phenomenon 

- Eg statistics center ROSA show that violence between parents children are present in 

more than 80 % případů5 

. The presence of violence but has a devastating impact on children : number of children 

consequently suffer from the same problems as children who were themselves abused . It is 

therefore 

wonder that the World Health Organization considers the mere presence of children in the 

domestic violence emotional abuse . The issue of child - DN witness in the Czech Republic is 



comprehensively solved only relatively short time. A prerequisite for effective aid 

these children is a clear legislative basis for the role of individual operators 

the protection of vulnerable children. Detection , intervention and prevention of child abuse in the 

form of 

presence DN must necessarily be assured interdisciplinarily because 

uncoordinated and isolated interventions can be effective in these cases . 


